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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to characterize the BPTEOS manufacturing process for
CMOS integrated circuits. BPTEOS is the film utilized as the interlevel dielectric in
CMOS MOSFET fabrication ofIC's with submicron design rules. This process is dictated
by two factors: the thermal budget constraint set by the conditions inherent to the
underlying active gate region and the flow abilities of the glass to provide adequate
coverage to existing topography. Variations in the dopant chemistries are made in order
to examine depletion effects and incorporation into the Si02 film. This willdetermine
manufacturing operating conditions so as to ensure proper flow will occur. Any
contamination in the form of particles or perhaps phase separation will be examined in the
hopes of elimination from the process. This will ultimately aid in increasing product
quality and reliability.
CHAPTER 1
1. Introduction
1.1. Dielectric Applications For VLSI Technologies
Dielectrics are important components in the structure of a CMOS (Complimentary Metal
Oxide Semiconductor) semiconductor. These films are currently used in the passivation
layer, the interlevel dielectric (ILD), the intermetal dielectric (IMD), the field isolation and
gate level oxidations. (See Figure 1) The materials selected and the inherent processes
utilized to fabricate the dielectrics in advanced VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration)
processing are critical to the device functionality and quality. Silicon dioxide (Si02)
glasses have excellent dielectric properties and are used widely as the dielectric layer in
CMOS FET (Field Effect Transistor) fabrication.
As the fabrication proceeds from a bare epitaxial silicon wafer through the field isolation
and active gate oxidation steps, several factors must be considered when developing the
interlevel and intermetal dielectric processes. Remaining within the thermal budget is one
ofthese factors. The thermal budget is determined by how much thermal energy (time at
temperature) can be consumed at each step of the process before undesirable effects
occur. The characteristics of the underlying films must be known so that further processes
do not, in themselves, create any adverse conditions. The other factor which must be
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considered, obviously, is film integrity. The physical characteristics, as well as, the
mechanical and electrical strength must be acceptable for each particular application. [1]
This introduction includes a brief description ofthe chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
process which is one of the means of forming Si02 for VLSI applications. This
introduction also includes a brief history of the progression of the interlevel dielectrics
used as technologies advanced. Portions of the molecular and chemical theory for doped
Si02 glasses with pertinent explanations are included.
The trend in the VLSI industry for higher packing densities and smaller minimum feature
sizes demands a reduction in the thermal budgets to minimize lateral and vertical diffusions
of dopants in the active gate regions. The processing of any chosen glass system including
both the deposition and anneal must therefore occur at lower temperatures, and a smooth
sloping window profile must result so that step coverage of the sputtered aluminum is
adequate for window contacts.
3
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Figure 1 Cross section of CMOS IC transistor with indication of ILD film. '
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1.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition
Although the films in the integrated circuits can be fabricated through oxidation,
lithography and diffusion, some structures require insulating layers on top of partially
formed devices. These insulators cannot be fabricated with high temperature oxidation
processes. CVD (chemical vapor deposition) can be used to deposit these additional films
by making use oflower operating temperatures. Reactions are usually promoted by heat;
although some processes rely on plasma excitation for the energy needed for the reactions.
CVD oxides are not usually as pure or not equivalent electrically to thermally grown
oxides; but again, they do not require the high temperature needed for thermal oxidation.
The dielectric constant for LPCVD (low pressure chemical vapor deposition) Sia2 is
approximately 3.8 as compared to thermally grown Sia2 which has a constant of
approximately 3.9. With CVD, gases flow through the reactor continuously; the gases
are mixed before entering the reaction chamber. At the wafer surface, a gas phase
boundary layer is formed through which the reactants must diffuse through. This
boundary layer is a transition region between the unrestricted flow region and the walls
and fixtures in the chamber where the gas velocity is reduced by viscous forces. The
reactants reach the wafer surface whe'rethe reaction is promoted by heat. Either the rate
of diffusion through the boundary layer or the rate of reaction at the surface can limit the
overall deposition rate. (See Figure 2) Unlike the case of thermal oxidation, the diffusion
process for CVD occurs in the gas phase rather than in the solid Sia2'layer. For high
5
wafer capacity, vertical placement of closely spaced wafers is desirable. However, the gas
flow is difficult to control because of geometry. Consequently, diffusion-limited reactions
would lead to very non-uniform film thickness. Because temperature is very easily
controlled in these types of reactors; operation in the surface-reaction limited region is
feasible. The high-capacity reactors are therefore, usually operated at lower temperatures
where surface reaction limits the deposition rate. The diffusion limitation is additionally
reduced by operating at reduced pressures. High capacity, low pressure CVD reactors are
now routinely used to deposit Si02 films in VLSI manufacturing. [I]
6
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Figure 2 Dependence of deposition rate as the function of the
reciprocal of temperature [ref 1, pg. 99]
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1.3 ~ Historical Progression of the ILD in VLSI Applications
This paper will focus specifically on the interlevel dielectric, the film present in between
the underlying active gate region and the first level metallization. One of the major
concerns with this particular layer is the ability of this film to flow over the polysilicon
runners and planarize the structure so that the metallization deposited over the dielectric
does not create any severe geometeries.
1.3.i.. P Glass
Phosphosilicate glass (pSG or P glass) is used extensively in the fabrication ofVLSI
circuits as an interlevel dielectric. The addition of phosphorus (P) as a dopant to the Si02
aids in creating a glass with excellent flow abilities. This glass is typically heat treated at
high anneal temperatures (>950°C) to reduce the severity of steps and sharp corners at the
windows prior to deposition of aluminum. As device geometeries are miniaturized,
decreased spacing results between the polysilicon runners. The ability for the glass to
conform to the runners becomes critical as this decreased spacing is one ofthe factors
affecting the flow of the Si02 glasses. The total thermal budget determined by the choice
of the deposition and flow cycles associated with P-glass dictates the extent of dopant
redistribution in the silicon substrate. Since the designs are being miniaturized to enhance
speed and reduce power dissipation, a reduction in the thermal budget is required to
reduce lateral and vertical diffusion of the dopants. This same trend ultimately aids in the
avoidance of short-channel effects such as subthreshold leakage, punch through and Miller
8
,capacitance. For increased step coverage, reduction ofthe flow temperature could have
been achieved by increasing the phosphorus content in the P-glass, but very high P
concentrations have resulted in highly hygroscopic films which encourages electrochemical
reactions and corrode the aluminum metallization. [2]
1.3.ii. Enhanced Flow ILD's
Many studies on the flow of Si02 glasses show acceptable results through manipulation of
the deposition step by variations in dopant chemistry and ofthe flow step by variations in
temperature and time for anneal. A low temperature approach which is considered for
decreasing geometry technology is based on modifying PSG by the addition of a third
oxide component with the intent ofbreaking the network-forming structure thus altering
the Si02*P20s glass viscosity.
1.3.iii Glass Transition Temperature
In order to determine the best dopant to be added to the system, the glass transition
temperature must be considered (Tg). This temperature is associated with the slowing
down of molecular rearrangement in the glass structure during cooling. When these
rearrangements occur rapidly within the time frame of experimental measurement, the
glass structure is perceived as frozen and the glass behaves like a solid. The rate ofthese
arrangements is associated with the viscous flow. The softening point of the glass is
defined by the temperature at which the glass has a viscosity of 10 e7.6 Poise (1
Poise=lg/cm-s). The flow temperature of the particular glasses is expected to be close to
9
/ the softening point. Differences in the value ofviscosity at the glass transition
temperature and at the flow temperature would be indicated by from the slope of viscosity
versus liT, or the difference in the values ofTg and Tf. (See Figure 3) Adding boron (B)
in an oxidized form (B203) to the P20s*Si02 system results in a decrease in the glass
transition temperature and subsequently the glass flow temperature. For BPSG
(borophosphosilicate glass) glasses, the glass transition temperature and the flow
temperature are 645°C and 925°C, respectively. For P glass, the glass transition
temperature and the flow temperature are 750°C and 1050°C, respectively. Additions to
the silica network-forming lattice cause breakage resulting in distortions ofthe structure
which ultimately lowers the viscosity ofthe glass. The strength of the oxygen central
bond aids in explaining the variations occurring in viscous behavior for these glasses.
Oxides with vastly different structures from Si02, such as B203 are most effective at
creating this distortion and thus provide the best flow characteristics. When considering
the ternary system B203*P20s*Si02, a system with less than 13 weight percent (w/o)
B203 concentration, the glass can have its Tg lowered by increasing the P20S
concentrations. When approaching 13wlo B203, the Tg becomes independent ofP
concentration and at even higher B contents, the Tg is actually raised by adding P. (See
Figure 3) For VLSI applications utilizing a 4 wlo B glass, the phosphorus content could
perhaps be lowered to 4 wlo P, or the minimum amount of phosphorus required to
provide gettering. These typical amounts are also adequate for acceptable flow results.
The increase in the Tg with increasing boron and phosphorus is thought to be the result of
10
the onset of phase separation. Phosphorus enhances phase separation due to its high ionic
potential (ionic charge/ ionic radius). Similar to P20S, B203 also has a hygroscopic
character.
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Figure 3 Relationship of Tg to If. and dopant concentration [ref 3, pg. 412]
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This would have limited the use of this oxide at certain weight percents in the glass system
because corrosion of the metallization might have occurred; however, films with
approximately 3 weight percent boron to 6 weight percent boron have been shown to be
chemically stable. All of these above considerations has driven the development of BPSG
which is known to meet the needs for the 1.25J..lm technology. [3]
1.3.iv. BPSG
BPSG (borophosphosilicate glass) is commonly utilized as the interlevel dielectric in VLSI
IC (Integrated Circuit) manufacturing. This glass is used to fabricate CMOS devices
when the design rules are above one micron. BPSG provides excellent step coverage
while still remaining within the constraints of the processing thermal budget. A lower flow
temperature and time was required to prevent changes of the diffusion profiles. In
addition, tantalum silicide (TaSi2) is deposited on top of the polysilicon gates to provide
speed and reduce power dissipation. The thermal budget is determined by thermal
properties of the dopants in the source drain region; the deposition and flow temperatures
of BPSG processing need to be below the temperature where lateral and vertical diffusion
of the dopants would occur. A high temperature budget would also result in
agglomeration of the TaSi2 which ultimately increases the sheet resistance and enhances
the risk for junction leakage. Technologies with design rules greater than 1.75J..lm utilize P
glass because this dielectric remains within the thermal budget. BPSG meets the needs for
the processes which used a silicide and doped source drain regions. By adding boron to
12
the P glass, a reduction in flow temperature with acceptable planarization becomes
possible. [2]
1.3.v. Submicron ILD
When the design rules entered the submicron range, the tantalum silicide process is
replaced by a self-aligning titanium silicide (TiSh) process. TiSh replaces the tantalum
silicide for two reasons. Processing of the titanium silicide could be formed through a self-
aligning operation. This eliminates the extra processing step of the etching after
depositing the TaSh. Through this same operation, the TiSh could also form at the
source drain region, further enhancing the speed of the transistors.
This major change to the process of the CMOS devices again led to a rethinking of the
interlevel dielectric. BPSG could no longer fit within the thermal budget constraints
provided by the titanium silicide. With device geometries shrinking even further, even
more enhanced flow and planarization process becomes necessary. Additionally, the
BPSG proce~s had become difficult to control because of the dissociation of diborane in
the manifold resulting in variations of the boron incorporation into the film. These
variations could not be tolerated with the tight spacings of the newer technologies.
13
1.3.vi. PETEOS
Manufacturing lines are already utilizing PETEOS (plasma enhanced
tetraethylorthosilicate) as the intermetal dielectric in the processing for IC technology with
1.25 micron design rules. The thermal budget for the IMD (intermetal dielectric) is even
tighter than that for the ILD (interlevel dielectric) because the first level of aluminum
metallization has already been deposited. Processing temperatures have to be well below
the aluminum/silicon eutectic temperature. Plasma excitation to decompose TEOS allows
a reduction in temperature to below 400°C. Device geometries and spacing have to be
considered. PETEOS could be deposited at very low temperatures and etched back to
provide adequate step coverage and planarization. PETEOS is not desirable for the ILD
application for two· reasons. First, the extra manufacturing steps created by the etch-back
planarization increases the manufacturing interval and brings the need for increased
capacity for certain processing facilities. Second, the extremely low deposition
temperature is not needed for this stage in the fabrication process. What is desirable about
PETEOS is that it is an all-organic process (see next chapter) which would add many
desirable characteristics to the ILD process.
1.3.vii. BPTEOS
With experience using both BPSG (boron and phosphorus as the dopants) and PETEOS
(TEOS as the Si02 precursor instead of silane), BPTEOS was able to be utilized for the
ILD in the fabrication of semiconductors in the submicron range.
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BPTEOS fits within the thermal budget constraints by utilization ofLPCVD TEOS with
the additions ofboron and phosphorus. Step coverage ofBPTEOS as-deposited was
shown to be perfectly flow and consequently does not exhibit the characteristic re-entrant
angle seen at the comers ofthe polycide step associated with BPSG. Excellent step
coverage is provided by optimization of deposition and flow conditions.
As BPTEOS is integrated into the manufacturing process, several negative observations
made further studies important. Dopant incorporation becomes an important
consideration. Since there are several competing chemical reactions in this process,
variations in the dopant concentrations in the final film results. It is important to
understand the reactions so that the deposition rate and film chemistry could be stabilized.
This would allow for a LPCVD manufacturing step which has standard gas flow rates,
times and deposition temperatures. Variations in film quality also had to be studied so that
sources of contamination could be avoided.
Two goals were being set by this study. One, a depiction of the phase diagram for the
ternary system B203*P20s*Si02 in the VLSI operating ranges was completed.
Incorporation ofthe dopants into the glass film was analyzed by considering this phase
diagram along with the chemical reactions. Conclusions are made as to the effect of
variations in the reactant gases and the resultant film compositions. Next, a study of the
particles plaguing the BPTEOS process was completed in the hopes of determining the
means for eliminating this particular contamination from these films.
15
/CHAPTER 2
2. Background Information
2.1 BPSG
BPSG films are usually deposited by low pressure chemical vapor depositions. BPSG is
deposited at temperatures of 700°C and by the co-oxidation of hydride gases, namely,
silane (Si~), phosphine (PH3) and diborane (B2H6) and planarized at high temperatures
usually above 900°C. It has been demonstrated that pyrolytic decomposition of TEOS,
trimethylborate (TMB) and phosphine (PH3) can be used to deposit TEOS based BPSG
(called BPTEOS) in an oxidizing atmosphere in a LPCVD reactor with flow temperatures
approximately at 850°C. The flow of both BPSG and BPTEOS glasses depend on several
factors including anneal time and temperature. The dopant incorporation into the glass
film also determines the extent of the flow characteristics and also is a factor in particle
formation. A 4w/o Band 4w/o P film with a 1000°C, 30 minute heat treatment cycle is
commonly utilized for the 1.25~m technology. Particles thought to be crystallites are
observed intermittently for these nominal films deposited at standard process conditions.
One observation is that these crystallites appeared to be topographically related because
of their close proximity to the edges of the polysilicon runners and because of their
absence in areas with no topography such as the field oxidation. [4]
2.2 BPTEOS
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Phosphorus plays the major role in enhancing the flow of the P glass. Boron
concentration in the film plays the major role in enhancing the flow of the ternary glass
system Si02*P20S*B203. Increasing the phosphorus in P glass to a level which provides
the same flow characteristics as BPSG or BPTEOS would only create a highly
hygroscopic film making this system unsuitable for submicron ILD applications.
Phosphorus still provides the gettering capabilities for this glass system. Advantages
result when BPSG was replaced as the ILD by BPTEOS. The reactant compounds of
silicon, boron and phosphorus are organic liquids which are volatile at room temperature.
For the BPTEOS process, the silicon containing reactant is TEOS, the boron containing
reactant is TMB and the phosphorus containing reactant is phosphine. These materials are
toxic, flammable and hygroscopic; but, they do have significantly lower toxicity levels and
higher flash points than the metallic hydrides (silane and diborane). In the LPCVD system,
the hydride process is difficult to control mainly because of the dissociation of the
diborane in the manifold. A BPSG process with 4w/o Band 4w/o P stood with a
tolerance of +/- O.6w/o for the boron. This allowed for a variation in the flow temperature
of+/- 25°C. According to previous data for glass transition temperatures, flow
temperatures, and viscosity, this amount ofvariation in flow temperature could result in
variations of 10 times the glass viscosity. The dissociation made it difficult to control the
exact amount ofboron being incorporated into the film. Because of possible changes to
the flow characteristics, this glass was too unpredictable for the newer smaller
technologies. [5]
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TEOS is superior to SiILt in safety because TEOS is not pyrophoric. TEOS is chemically
more stable and yields films with better dielectric properties and better step coverage.
One obstacle which had to be overcome when converting to the TEOS process is that the
deposition rate for TEOS when compared to the SiILt process is greatly reduced,
therefore, increasing the manufacturing process time. Using oxygen in an external flow
allowed for a beneficial increase in the deposition rate along with a reduction in the
deposition temperature. [5]
2.3 Incorporation Into the Film
The oxygen flow in the BPTEOS LPCVD process is an important component. It is
necessary to keep this flow rate high enough during the process to ensure complete
reactions yet the rate must be kept low enough to prevent gas phase nucleation. The flow
rate is being held constant in this study so as not to introduce this parameter as a variable.
In addition, the TEOS flow rate is also being kept constant throughout this study. Again,
it was desired not to introduce this parameter as a variable. By keeping the TEOS flow
rate constant, it is possible to determine the effect ofvariations in the amounts of dopant
reactant gases introduced into the reactor on the decomposition of the TEOS.
~-
Previous studies show that, with the B203*.P205*.Si02 system, the relative deposition
rate decreases with increasing deposition temperature. As the temperature is lowered, the
-'
deposition rate increases. These findings suggest that the reactant stream is being
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depleted before reaching the wafer surface. In addition, as the temperature is lowered, the
uniformity increases. This is due to the slowing of the reaction so that all the reactants
reach the wafers before depletion occurs. The operating temperature where uniform
deposition rates are achieved are typically the region where reaction contfQlled kinetics are
obtained and uniform dopant compositions throughout the deposited film are achieved. [6]
An additional study showed dopant concentration as a function of deposition temperature
(See Figure 4a). This graph shows that the amount ofphosphorus increases dramatically
as the deposition temperature decreases, confirming again the severe depletion of
phosphorus. The boron concentration suggests that no depletion occurs since the level
remain fairly constant throughout the entire temperature regime. An Arrhenius plot of
deposition rate versus temperature shows that PH3 and to a lesser extent, TMB increases
the decomposition rate ofTEOS, thus increasing the deposition rate (See Figure 4b). The
effect of the phosphorus depletion as a function of temperature is concluded to be a result
of the accelerating effect that PH3 has on the rate ofTEOS decomposition. In Figure 4c,
an increase in the phosphine flow rate increases the deposition rate of the system. As the
boron is increased at each of the phosphine flow settings, the deposition rate increases but
not nearly to the extent as seen with increasing phosphorus.
19
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In Figure 4d, the weight percent ofphosphorus in the films is shown to increase as the
-
phosphine flow rate is increased. Increasing the boron flow setting for a particular
phosphorus setting shows a resultant decrease in the weight percent of phosphorus.
Figure 4e shows a linear relationship between the boron flow setting and the resultant
weight percent ofboron in the film. Variations in the phosphorus settings have virtually
no effect on the boron concentration. [6]
The deposition of a uniform BPTEOS film involves the complex interplay of several
processing variables: uniform deposition rate and phosphorus concentration. These
parameters must be compromised to obtain the desired results. Excellent uniformity and
high deposition rates could be obtained with low temperatures, however the phosphorus
content would be high. If the phosphine rate is decreased, the deposition rate would
decrease but the phosphorus would still remain high. As the temperature is again
increased, the phosphorus would decrease and the deposition rate would increase
dramatically. This would be a typical setting for manufacturing BPTEOS films. [6]
2.4 Analytical Equipment Required For the BPTEOS Process
In order to determine the amounts of dopant which did indeed incorporate into the
BPTEOS film, X-ray spectroscopy is necessary. Determining final weight percents of the
boron and phosphorus is completed routinely in the manufacturing line as a means of
process control. Below is a description ofthe some of equipment that is utilized to
perform this function both in production and for calibration and development..
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X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is the means by which the dopant concentrations are
determined. Primary x-rays from an x-ray tube source cause emission offluorescent x-
rays from the elements present in the sample. The emitted x-rays are detected and sorted
according to their wavelength by means of an appropriate crystal and general radiation
detectors. Since X-ray fluorescence is a secondary analysis method, the equipment and or
process is routinely monitored by EMP (electron microprobe) technique. [7,8]
The electron microprobe is the instrument used to calibrate the Rigaku XRF instrument.
Control wafers are analyzed by both the EMP and XRF to ensure agreement and proper
calibration. The energy or wavelength of the x-rays are selected by using wavelength
dispersive spectrometers (WDS). Most elements could be detected without overlapping
of spectral lines. This piece of equipment could not be utilized for routine production
monitoring because of expense, slow throughput and the requirement of a higWy skilled
operator. [7,8]
SIMS analysis (secondary ion mass spectrometry) is utilized for depth profiling of at
atomic impurity concentrations through the glass films. In this technique, a primary beam
of ions is focused onto the glass surface, and the ejected (sputtered) ions are mass
analyzed and detected. SIMS analysis is useful in verifying that the dopant concentrations
are constant throughout the thickness. [7,8]
A Surf Scan 7000 Defect Detection system is utilized to ensure the cleanliness of the
wafers after the deposition and flow cycles are completed. This is a production level
analytical tool utilized to maximize throughput of the inspection stage after the above
26
processes are completed. Wafers with unacceptable levels of particles identified by this
system would be scrapped in the manufacturing line so that no more cost would be added
to the product. This wafer inspection system is a non-contact method utilizing the surface
scattering ofparticles. Particles affect the way light is reflected or scattered. This wafer
inspection system uses controlled light to detect particles. The Surf Scan 7000 is a laser
light system which works on dark field principles by shining a concentrated beam on the
wafer surface and measuring the amount of light scattered by the particles. Both
isotropically scattered and preferentially scattered light are detected by this system with
the use of a large collection angle. This allows for great sensitivity and correct sizing of
the particles. [9]
27
CHAPTER 3
3. Experimental
3.1 Deposition Process
One hundred unpatterned, 125mm. diameter, P-type epitaxial silicon <100> wafers were
obtained and identified. Two thousand angstroms of undoped Si02 (TEOS) was
deposited (LPCVD) on the surface of each wafer. A wet clean in buffered hydrofluoric
acid was used to remove any debris from the wafers.
A modified BTUlBruce low pressure CVD reactor was utilized. The tube was heated
with a five zone furnace and has a 36-40 inch hot zone. Quartz boats with porous covers
were used to ensure uniform gas flow into the boats. The boats were supported by an
alumina cantilever rod extending into the reactor. BPTEOS was deposited on silicon
wafers at a temperature of 650°C and a pressure of 350mTorr. The dopants were
introduced by coaxial distribution manifolds from the tube exhaust end. TEOS was
introduced at the door through two ports, one on each side and oxygen was introduced at
the top of the door end. Pressure was monitored with an MKS type pressure gauge and
regulated by a butterfly valve. The effluent gas was evacuated by use of a rotary pump
and roots blower (See Figure 5 for a schematic of the LPCVD reactor). [10]
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The TEOS and oxygen flow rates were kept constant throughout the different cells of the
experiment during the deposition process. The flow rate for the TEOS was approximately
15 liters/minute and the oxygen flow rate was 200 cubic centimeters/second. The dopant
concentration was controlled through variations in the reactant streams of TMB and
phosphine. Different flow settings representing percentages utilized ofthe mass flow
controllers (500 cubic centimeters per second for TMB and phosphine) were used to
determine the amounts of dopants allowed into the process.
Depositions were performed on the experimental wafers after initial control runs were
made so that the set points for the boron and phosphorus could be determined prior to
making the actual runs. After these control runs were made, Rigaku XRF readings were
taken from the control wafers for boron and phosphorus weight percents so that any
adjustments to the set points for the mass flow controllers could be made.
Nine runs representing the nine cell matrix were completed with a minimum of six wafers
in each cell. The wafers were loaded back to back and placed in pairs in equal
distributions from the load end of the furnace to the back end. All available slots in the
quartz boats were filled with blank control wafers during each of the runs so that loading
effects of the furnace would not have to be considered in the results. Deposition times
were recorded for each runs as well as the corresponding set points and wafer
identification numbers.
After the depositions were completed, Nanospec thickness readings were made on the
wafers from each cell. Rigaku XRF readings were also taken from each of the 54 wafers.
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This step was completed so that uniformity ofdeposition rate and dopant incorporation
could be reported.
Next, the wafers were sent for a pre-count on the Surf Scan 7000 Defect Detection
system. Readings were recorded for all wafers. After these steps were completed, a low
powered optical inspection ofthe wafers was completed to see if crystallites or any other
type of particles formed after the deposition step.
Please refer to Table One for a summary of experimental conditions and Table Two for
the results for the deposition process.
Assumptions made for the deposition process were that the depositions were surface-
reaction limited such that any limitations due to diffusion transport of the reactant gases
could be neglected. The temperature was constant and uniform in the furnace, and the gas
flows were laminar along the furnace. [10]
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Table One Deposition Conditions and Nine Cell Matrix
Deposition Conditions
w
N
Temperature
Pressure
Oxygen Flow Rate
TEaS Flow Rate
650°C
350mTorr
200ccms
151/m
"'-" ..
,. Weight
Percent
Phosphorus
3
4
5
A
D
G
B
E
H
C
F
I
Table Two Deposition Results
VJ
VJ
.1111111111
A I 11.5 I 11.0 3.33 I 4.29 3105/ 160 19.41 21
B I 14.0 I 15.8 I 3.34 I 5.27 I 3370 I 141 I 23.90 I 33
C I 14.5 I 18.5 I 3.20 I 5.75 I 4171 I 168 I 24.83 I 55
D 3411 160 21.32 192
E 3431 150 24.87 67
F I 15.0 I 18.5 I 3.85 I 5.87 I 3798 I 148 I 25.66 I 62
G 19.0 13.0 4.90 4.27 3531 140 25.22 44
II 20.75 17.75 4.85 5.04 3802 145 26.22 107
J 23.5 20.0 5.40 6.34 3934 145 27.47 84
3.2 Flow Cycles
A BTUlBruce system with a three zone heating element was used to anneal the glass
films.
Two wafers from each cell were placed in three different flow cycles similar to those used
in the manufacturing process. Wafers were placed facing the load end of the furnace with
the remaining slots filled with blank: wafers to eliminate loading effects for the furnace.
The 850°C run represented an example of one of the cycle that is currently used for
BPTEOS flow for the O.9J..lm technology. The lOOO°C run represented an example ofa
flow cycle that is used for BPSG glass for the 1.25J..lm and 1.75J..lm technologies. The
950°C run represented an example of a cycle for a source-drain drive-in step also for the
O.9J..lm technology. This cycle was chosen because ofits intermediate temperature. A
nitrogen with two percent oxygen ambient was used for the flow cycles. A standard ramp
up recipe was used for all three runs so that only one varying factor remains for this step,
il
the time at temperature. (See Figure 6) Wafer identifications were recorded after each of
the flow cycles was completed as well as all other pertinent furnace information.
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Schematic of the BPTEOS flow cycle.
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After the flow cycle was completed, a post count for each of the wafers was performed on
the Surf Scan 7000. An additional Rigaku XRF reading was taken from each of the
wafers. Nanospec thickness readings were also taken from each of the wafers.
Please refer to Table Three for experimental set-up and results for the flow operation.
3.3 Analytical Procedures
Analytical procedures were then utilized to characterize the wafers. Several sample
wafers were chosen from various cells and cycles for SIMS profiles. This step was
performed to insure uniformity ofboron and phosphorus in the BPTEOS film existed.
Optical inspections were performed on each of the wafers which had particles. X-ray
techniques were used to determine the chemical components of the particles. A Link EDS
system with an open window for light element detection was used for this step.
Transmission electron microscopy was utilized to determine if the particles were
crystalline or amorphous with appropriate d-spacings reported for any crystals found.
Please see Table Four for experimental conditions and results for the analytical process.
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Table Three Flow Cycles
4.20 3050 23 3.25 4.15 3023
54 3.35 5.27 3300 67 3.31 5.25 3310 28 3.25 5.20 3305
157 3.20 5.85 4100 181 3.25 5.80 4125 194 3.15 5.85 4135
• '.'" • '1'",-..., -~ .....
.... 187 3.95 4.10 3400 210 3.85 4.05 3405 175 3.87 4.10 3407
-----""
275 3.85 5.1 3421 515 390 50 3423 750 3.85 4.90 3425
316 3.95 5.90 3750 507 3.95 3778 I 1103 I 3.97 I 5.95 I 3780
128 4.95 4.20 3530 191 4.87 4.17 3525 195 4.9 4.20 I 3520
318 5.05 5.10 3785 487 5.00 5.07 3797 1320 5.07 5.11 3801
349 5.25 6.14 3930 500 5.35 6.35 3931 1580 5.40 6.30 3928
,....ft_
Table Four Analytical Procedures For Characterizing BPTEOS Film
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Nanospec Inferometer
Rigaku XRF System
Hitachi 4000-FE SEM
Link EDS System
~ SIMS Analysis
TEM Analysis
Thickness readings =>
Refractive Index: 1.4 (6 for BPTEOS)
X-ray system which computes weight percent for
boron and phosphorus in BPTEOS film.
High -magnification of film with field emission
scanning electron microscope.
X-ray system which can be localized. Provides
chemical components, 5l(v accelerating voltage.
·Ensures B, P and Si are evenly distributed
throughout BPTEOS film.
Diffraction pattern provides the d-spacing for
indications of crystal structure.
CHAPTER 4
4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Deposition and Deposition Rate
The nine cells of the deposition process were successfully completed and resulted in films
with the targeted weight percents for the boron and phosphorus components. The
thickness ofthe films varied by +/- 2.5 % within each deposition run indicating uniformity
in the reactor. The deposition rate was computed for each of the cells by dividing the
average pre-flowed film thickness by the deposition time. The deposition rates were
plotted as a function ofweight percent boron and weight percent phosphorus. (See Figure
7) Each time an adjustment in the reactant gases (dopant) was made, a change in the
deposition rate resulted. This was due to the strong interaction of dopant gases with
TEOS and the competing reactions for oxygen in the reactor.
4.2 Incorporation Into the Film
Next, the chemical reactions governing the deposition process were utilized to determine a
distribution coefficient for each boron, phosphorus and silicon. The distribution
coefficient represented the ratio ofthe final amount of the component in the film versus
the amount ofthe component which was allowed to enter into gas stream.
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Figure 7 Deposition rate versus weight percent.
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The final amount is the weight percent of each ofthe components obtained from the x-ray
readings from the wafers. The initial amount is obtained from calculations made with gas
set points, mass flow, the chemical equations and the densities ofthe oxides. Densities
utilized were 1844 kg./m3 for B203, 2320 kg./m3 for the Si02, and 2390 kg./m3 for P20S.
[11] Deposition of the dopants onto the reactor walls and fixtures is known to occur.
These previous deposits can also dope the wafers (autodoping). It is impossible to
determine exact quantities involved in these occurrences. Therefore, the distribution
coefficient represents only ideal reactions. (See Table Five) The distribution coefficients
ofboron, phosphorus and silicon were plotted as a function of deposition conditions. (See
Figure 8) This figure shows the depletion ofphosphorus during deposition reactions.
This depletion explains why an adjustment to the boron had to made when the phosphorus
was being increased even if the boron was to remain at the same level. By examining the
set points utilized to make the deposition runs, it is evident that any change in one of the
gas settings for one of the dopants resulted in a change to the other gas setting. If a
change was being made to the phosphorus, a change of the order of Ih the percentage
(decrease or increase to the phosphorus) amount had to be made to the boron. If a change
was being made to the boron, a change of twice the percentage amount had to be made to
the phosphorus. Figure 8 also shows that increasing boron concentrations leads to
increases in the depletion ofthe phosphorus. [12]
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Table Five Chemical Reactions Governing BPTEOS Process
TEOS Reaction: (C2HSO)4Si + 1202 => Si02 + 10H20 + 8C02
Phosphorus Reaction: 2PH3 + 402 => P20 5 + 3H20
Boron Reaction: 2(CH30 hB + 1302 => B20 5 + 9H20 + 6C02
• ,.~~ _.~... :,. 'p
-"~"-'--;;'~
~
N
.,.
Crystallization: P20 5 + 3H20 => 2H3P04
B20 3 + 3H20 => 2H3B03
H3P04 + H3B03 => BP04 + 3H20
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Figure 8 Distribution coefficients of dopants versus distribution
coefficient of silicoh
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The ternary phase diagram for this glass system was also utilized to show the depletion
effects for this system. Again, the ideal chemical reactions governing the process were
utilized to calculate predicted initial components to final components. Both initial and
final points were plotted on this diagram. (See Figure 9)
The Surf Scan results showed that no particles formed during the deposition process. The
particle counts were very low and represented only surface debris which could be cleaned
offbefore the flow cycles. (Counts below 200 are usually disregarded.) Optical inspection
also showed no evidence of any crystallization formation
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Figure 9 Ternary phase diagram with depletion effects
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4.3 Final Results on the Deposition Process
From Figure 7, it was evident that higher levels ofphosphorus incorporated into the film
results in greater deposition rates when compared to increasing boron concentrations.
However, higher boron levels also resulted in greater deposition rates. Phosphorus
affected the deposition rate more than boron because of its accelerating affect on the
decomposition ofthe TEDS. When Figures 8 and 9 were both considered, it was evident
that severe depletion of the phosphorus occurs; the depletion increased as the boron was
increased. No significant depletion ofthe boron and silicon occurred. The phosphorus
depletion was occurring because of its accelerating effect on the decomposition reaction
for the TEDS. From optical inspections and the Surf Scan results, no crystallization
occurred in the deposition process itself
4.4 Results From the Flow Cycle
The flow cycles were successfully completed. Nanospec thickness readings and Rigaku
XRF readings showed that the film thickness and the weight percents for the boron and
phosphorus varied by +/- 1%. SIMS analysis confirmed that the dopants were evenly
dispersed throughout the thickness of the films (See Appendix A).
Surf Scan results showed that particles were present on wafers from each of the three flow
cycles. (See Appendix A for a sample of Surf Scan maps)
The films with the highest weight percents of both boron and phosphorus (Cells E,F,H and
J) formed what optically appeared to be crystallites in all three flow cycles. The crystallites
were randomly distributed across the wafer surface and did not localize themselves to any
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particular area. The counts or the density of the crystallites increased as the temperature of
the flow cycle increased. Particle counts for Cells A,B,C,D and G were low. Optically, it
appeared as though no crystallization or particles had formed in any ofthe three flow
cycles for these particular cells.
4.5 X-Ray Results
The EDS x-ray results showed elemental components of Si and insignificant peaks of
boron and phosphorus when analyzing areas ofthe wafers where no crystallites were
observed. When an x-ray was taken from a crystallite itself, significant peaks ofP and B
appeared with an insignificant peak for Si. (See Appendix A) The crystallites formed
where the dopant concentrations were possibly rich in boron and phosphorus.
Even though the SIMS analysis revealed that the boron and phosphorus were evenly
incorporated throughout the thickness of the film, localized areas of increased boron and
phosphorus must exist. From the Surf Scan results, it was known that higher
concentrations of dopants in the film increased the probability for these localized areas to
exist.
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4.6 Topography Concerns
There seems to be exceptions to the above findings when patterned wafers were
considered. When the unpatterned wafers from the study were optically compared to a
patterned wafers, the patterned wafers showed higher densities of crystallites. These
patterned wafers were processed with BPTEOS films with 4 wlo Band 4 wlo P.
Unpatterned wafers from this cell in this particular study did not show crystallite
,
formation. Some of the crystallites on the patterned wafers decorated the edges ofthe
polysilicon runners. The edges of the runners may have created nucleation sites for the
flowed glass by causing uneven dopant concentrations from changes in the viscosity..
From the Surf Scan results for the wafers with flowed glass, it was evident that the dopant
chemistry was a factor for predicting the formation of the crystallites. The results
indicated that the dopant concentrations can determine whether or not crystallization will
occur. The flow temperatures provide the necessary energy to drive the reaction. When
patterned wafers were considered, it can be concluded that other mechanisms for
generation of crystallization nucleation sites exists. These mechanisms could be heavy
metal impurity sites (titanium or tantalum) introduced during previous processing steps or
film stress resulting from prior fabrication. As mentioned above, topography became a
factor when predicting the formation of the crystallites. Non-uniform distribution of the
boron and phosphorus may occur as a result of depositing and flowing glass on top of
polysilicon structures.
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4.7 Crystallite Formation
The chemical reaction responsible for the formation of the crystallites in this glass system
IS:
This reaction is one that could occur during the flow process based on temperatures and
activation energies of the components ofthe process. The oxide components, B203 and
P20S, formed during the deposition process react with water or steam according to
published data. [11] Steam is generated from the reactant gases in the LPCVD reactor.
During the anneal cycles, heat is provided so that the above reaction can proceed. The
increase in thermal energy provided by a higher anneal temperature and a longer anneal
time may be responsible for the higher density of crystallites formed at the higher
temperatures. Si02 does not readily react with the moisture in the reactor under the
operating conditions used in this study. Therefore, no silicon or silicates are involved in a
reaction similar to the one above. [11] The above reaction forms crystallites in the
tetragonal, low cristobalite form. The d -spacing obtained from the TEM could be
assigned to tetragonal BP04. (A d-spacing of3.63 angstroms was found.) [12]
According to a published B203*P20S*Si02 ternary phase diagram, the compositional
range of the glasses utilized for BPTEOS should not result in any crystallization. (See
Figure 10)
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The published phase diagram represented glasses formed from the bulk; this may not
represent the exact structure of the glass or the surface which was created by
manufacturing equipment such as the high volume LPCVD reactors utilized in this
experiment. This could possibly explain why crystallization was found in this study and not
in other previous studies. [13]
4.8 Morphology of the Crystallites
SEM analysis showed the crystallites to be spherical surface particles approximately 2
microns in diameter. Most of the crystallites appeared to protrude above the surface by
approximately 1 micron. (See Appendix A) Chemical etch back of the wafers in BHF
showed that the crystallites were freed from the surface after two minutes of etching.
With a 1aaaA per minute etch rate for the BHF, this equated to a surface penetration of
the crystallite into the film of approximately 0.2 microns. The BP04 phase was added to
the ternary diagram at the appropriate composition of the glasses which resulted in some
crystallization.. (See Figure 11)
Crystallization in both BPSG and BPTEOS has always been found to be surface nucleated.
The factors which seem to contribute to this surface reaction were the dopant chemistries
in the film and the temperature of the flow cycle. Crystallites formed at non-uniform
distribution of the boron and phosphorus and in the proximity of topography created from
the polysilicon runners. The flow temperature showed a large influence on the density of
the crystallites.
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The density was much higher for wafers heat treated at lOOO°c versus those at 850°c. This
may indicate that the viscosity plays a role in the formation. Higher dopant concentrations
and higher anneal temperatures allows for more atomic scale movements. [14]
4.9 Crystal Structure
When considering the crystal structure ofBP04, the propensity for this compound to form
in the amorphous glass system used in this study exists. Both B203 and P20S crystallize
to form B04 and P04. Both of these oxides posses the tetrahedra structure with shared
corners. Si02 is an amorphous solid also made up of a tetrahedra network linked by the
corners where the Si-O-Si bond is not restricted to any particular angle. This network
does not extend indefinitely and the unlinked corners join in a random fashion. B04 and
P04 behave in the same manner. It is possible when the sheets ofP04 tetrahedra join with
the B04, that the unlinked corners join to form the BP04 crystallite in the tetragonal form.
The BP04 crystal structure has the phosphorus and born surrounded by a tetrahedron of
oxygen atoms. BP04 can be thought ofmixed anhydrides OfP20S and B203; this
compound is characterized by a low free energy and is stable over areas of the ternary
phase diagram. [15,16, and 17]
4.10 Nucleation and Growth or Phase Separation
Previous studies of crystallites state two different mechanisms for crystallite formation in
the BPTEOS glass system. One mechanism is the generation ofnuc1eation sites for
crystallites and the growth of the crystals by the thermal energy provided by the anneal
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cycle. [3] The other mechanism is one of phase separation resulting in crystals ofBP04.
This is possible due to the large differences in the molecular structures ofthe oxide
components. The existence ofP20s in this glass system enhances the probability for phase
separation especially at higher phosphorus concentrations. As mentioned earlier, P has a
high ionic potential which increases the likelihood of phase separation. [6,7]
Based on findings in this study, both ofthese mechanisms could be responsible for
crystallite formation in BPTEOS glass.
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CHAPTER 5
5. Summary and Suggestions For Further Studies
From the results ofthe studied deposition, several conclusions are reached. Both boron
and phosphorus increase the deposition rate ofthe glass film. Phosphorus, however, is
severely depleted during the deposition reaction because of its accelerating effect on the
decomposition of TEOS which causes the increase in the deposition rate. Increases in the
boron level also aggravate the phosphorus depletion. When establishing operating
conditions to manufacture the BPTEOS films, compensation ofthe amount of phosphorus
that enter into the reactor must be made. Control runs will have to be continually
monitored by x-ray results to insure that the proper amount of dopant is indeed being
incorporated into the film.
From the results ofthe flow cycles, heat provided to the wafers drives the crystallization
process. Predicting when the crystallization will occur can be accomplished from knowing
the boron and phosphorus concentration levels. If the levels are kept low enough,
nucleation sites will not form resulting in no crystallization. However, this becomes quite
difficult when patterned wafers with topography are considered. It becomes virtually
impossible to predict the existence ofboron and phosphorus rich distributions in the film
itself Higher temperatures increase the density of the crystallites. Temperature increases
the thermal energy supplied to the wafer resulting in more crystallite formation.
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Perhaps a lower flow temperature would prohibit the formation of the crystallites even if
nucleation sites exist from the dopants. However, the 850°C temperature utilized in this
experiment is the lowest known temperature needed to provide adequate step coverage
for topography coverage.
It is also known that the nominal process as it stands at 4 wlo Band 4 wlo P for
manufacturing the BPTEOS films does produce crystallites. However, this level of dopant
is needed in the glass to provide adequate flow.
The process currently utilized to prevent the growth ofthe crystallites is one that make
use of an undoped cap oxide layer directly deposited on top ofthe BPTEOS. This layer
can be no more than 50 angstroms thick; greater thickness of the undoped layer degrades
the flow performance because ofthe absence ofboron from the surface. It is believed that
this film increases the activation energy needed for crystallization by placing the nucleation
sites in the bulk rather than on the surface. This process has been partially successful at
prohibiting the formation of crystallites. A full characterization of the process is still
necessary perhaps involving the use of cap oxides with different thickness.
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===============================================================================
Slot Wafer
No. ID
Wafer
Status
Total
Events
Events
/cm"2
Failed % Area
Dies Per Die
Edit
Edit Thresh
Events ICutoff
Review
Events
================================================================================
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EDS Analysis (on Film)
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SEM of Crystallite
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SEM of Crystallite
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SEM of Crystallite
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SEM of Crystallite
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Vita
Tracey A. Carbonetto was born in Allentown, Pennsylvania on August 7th, 1963 to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Smith. She graduated from William Allen High School
also in Allentown in 1981. She attended Lehigh University in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania and graduated with a B.S. in Material Science in January, 1986. She
is currently employed by AT&T Microelectronics in Allentown as a materials
engineer.
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